Dear students,

If you are conducting a 199 project, finishing an honors thesis, or are simply interested in a specific scientific topic, we encourage you to submit an original research or review article to the **UCLA Undergraduate Science Journal (USJ)**. **USJ** is an annual journal that publishes undergraduate research and review work. The journal is created in its entirety by undergraduate students and seeks to promote and encourage undergraduate research. USJ provides a great opportunity for you to experience the publishing and critique processes, while still allowing the article to be eligible for submission to other journals later, since faculty and students retain copyright of the material. Our submission deadline has been extended to **THIS FRIDAY, Jan. 20th @ 11:59pm**.

Please see our [website](#) for more details, and if you have any questions, don't hesitate to contact us at [usjucla@gmail.com](mailto:usjucla@gmail.com).